
ANCC Northern Road Rally Championship 

  

Round 1 – Malton Laser Ryemoor Trophy Rally 

The opening round of the 2017 ANCC Northern Road Championship saw 28 

registered competitors take to the North Yorkshire Lanes to tackle the 135 miles laid 

on by defending champion Sam Spencer. After a night where the lead swapped 

between three crews Richard Hemingway and Sam Collis emerged as victors to take 

maximum points ahead of Stan Featherstone who was out to defend his title with 

stand in navigator Sasha Heriot. Third were championship stalwarts Ade Green and 

Ian Gibbins. In the semi expert class Stuart Newby and Russell Waller managed to 

start their campaign with a 6 point lead over their nearest class rivals Marcus Carniel 

and Dave Boyes with Pete Jagger a further 2 points behind. Three novice crews 

registered at the opening round with Danny Sadler and Aldis Blacker taking 

advantage of their 16
th

 overall to put them 5 points ahead of Becca Dawson and 

Polly Milne who were in turn a single point ahead of Peter Sharples and Sam 

Coombes.  The sole retirement form the registered competitors was Martin Phaff 

who failed to make it to petrol after mechanical problems saw him and driver Matt 

Carr heading home early in the first half. 

 

Round 2 – Vauxcare Bruce Robinson Rally 

Round 2 of the championship saw 14 registered competitors start the Lincoln based 

Bruce Robinson rally. First blood went to newly registered Guy Robinson who took a 

15s lead after the first special test. This lead was extended to 1:15 at petrol as he 

was the only front runner not a drop a minute at STC?. Second at the half way stage 

were defending champions Stan Featherstone and Sam Spencer with Bevan Blacker 

and Niall Frost just a single second behind them in 3
rd

. A long second half saw a big 

shake up at the head of the field, Guy Robinson being one notable retirement leaving 

the battle for the lead wide open. A tricky handout containing out of order avoids 

caused numerous crews to drop time and miss codeboards at STC17. 

Featherstone/Spencer dropped way down the order after collecting 9 minutes of 

penalties, Sasha Heriot alongside the unregistered Martin Betts missed a codeboard 

as did Blacker/Frost. A succession of long whites saw more time dropped although 

with timing all to the minute there was little to split the top 6 Until tests 2 and 3 at 

Bardney airfield. Fastest on the first run were Featherstone/Spencer with Semi 

Experts Stuart Newby and Russell Waller putting much more experienced crews to 

shame as they went 2
nd

 fastest ahead of Blacker/Frost. Test 3 and again it was 

Featherstone/Spencer who set the pace with Betts/Heriot a single second slower 

and Newby/Waller third. The final selective proved to be a straightforward affair for 

most despite a missing codeboard causing some concern however Newby/Waller 

dropped what would prove to be a costly minute at STC32. At the finish protests 

from several crews saw time penalties at STC17 scrubbed but all penalties for missed 

codeboards on that section stood. The final results therefore meant Ade Green and 

Ian Gibbins took the win and maximum points, the unregistered Richard Oxley and 

Andrew Rowe were second overall so the next highest points went to Newby/Waller 

who finished an excellent 3
rd

 overall almost a year to the day that they contested 

their first event. This result also means they move out of the semi expert class 

handing the lead in that class to Marcus Carniel and Dave Boyes.  



1
st

 Novices were again Danny Sadler and Aldis Blacker who move into a comfortable 

lead in the championship. At the top of the drivers standings Ade Green has a 

slender 2 point lead over Stan Featherstone with Bevan Blacker 5 points further back 

in third. Ian Gibbins leads the navigators standings by 5 points from Sasha Heriot 

with Niall Frost 3
rd

.  

 

The next round of the championship is the John Robson Rally on the 25
th

 March for 

which entries are still open.  


